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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION WITH NEGATIVEPHASE VELOCITY IN REGULAR BLACK HOLESM. Sharif *, R. Manzoor **Department of Mathematis, University of the Punjab54590, Lahore, PakistanReeived April 24, 2012We disuss the propagation of eletromagneti plane waves with negative phase veloity in regular blak holes.For this purpose, we onsider the Bardeen model as a nonlinear magneti monopole and the Bardeen model ou-pled to nonlinear eletrodynamis with a osmologial onstant. It turns out that the region outside the eventhorizon of eah regular blak hole does not support negative phase veloity propagation, while its possibility inthe region inside the event horizon is disussed.1. INTRODUCTIONThe phenomenon of eletromagneti plane wavepropagation with negative phase veloity (NPV) in aurved spaetime has gained muh attention during thelast few years [1�7℄. This ours when the wave vetorhas a negative projetion on the time-average Poynt-ing vetor. A wide range of useful phenomena suhas the negative Doppler e�et, inverse Cerenkov radi-ation, and negative refration have been predited forNPV materials [8℄.In [1�5℄, NPV wave propagation was investigatedin di�erent blak-hole spaetimes and it was provedthat a gravitationally a�eted vauum resembling amedium an admit NPV wave propagation in ertainurved spaetimes. The same authors [6, 7℄ showed thatthe erogosphere of an unharged rotating and hargedrotating blak holes admits NPV wave propagation.Plasma wave properties in a Veselago medium for par-tiular blak holes were disussed in [9℄. In a reentpaper [10℄, we have explored onditions of NPV forstati harged blak strings.Here, we extend the above work to investigate prop-*E-mail: msharif.math�pu.edu.pk**E-mail: rubabmanzoor9�yahoo.om

agation of eletromagneti plane waves with NPV inregular blak holes. In the next setion, we brie�yreview the relevant formulation. Setion 3 expliitlydeals with wave propagation and NPV onditions fortwo types of regular blak holes. In Se. 4, we disussthe results and the possibility of NPV wave propaga-tion in the region inside the event horizon.2. GENERAL FORMULATION: AN OVERVIEWWe brie�y review the formulation in [1�7℄ to explainthe eletrodynamis of a gravitationally a�eted va-uum serving as an equivalent instantaneously respond-ing medium for wave propagation. The general lineelement of a harged regular blak hole is of the formds2 = (1� h(r)) dt2 � (1� h(r))�1dr2 �� r2(d�2 + sin2 � d�2): (1)The metri an be expressed in Cartesian oordinatesas
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gab = 0BBBBBBBBBBB�

1� h(r) 0 0 00 �1� h(r)x2r2(1� h(r)) � xyh(r)r2(1� h(r)) � xzh(r)r2(1� h(r))0 � xyh(r)r2(1� h(r)) �1� h(r)y2r2(1� h(r)) � zyh(r)r2(1� h(r))0 � zyh(r)r2(1� h(r)) � zyh(r)r2(1� h(r)) �1� h(r)z2r2(1� h(r))
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ;

whose inverse is
gab =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
11� h(r) 0 0 00 �1 + h(r)x2r2 xyh(r)r2 xzh(r)r20 xyh(r)r2 �1 + h(r)y2r2 zyh(r)r20 zyh(r)r2 zyh(r)r2 �1 + h(r)z2r2

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
The eletromagneti response of the vauum in aurved spaetime is desribed by the onstitutive re-lationsD(r; t) = �0 � E(r; t); B(r; t) = �0 �H(r; t): (2)The dyadi  is a seond-rank Cartesian tensor thatan be expressed in the metri [ab℄ form withab = �p�g gabg00 : (3)We note that only a global observer based on a urvedspaetime an observe eletromagneti wave propaga-tion in a gravitationally a�eted vauum, and we there-fore observe this phenomenon globally [2℄. The onsti-tutive relations desribe the regular blak hole spae-time globally.To approximate a nonuniform metri ab by a uni-form metri ~ab, we partition the global spaetime intoadjoining and su�iently small neighborhoods R at anarbitrary loation (~x; ~y; ~z) and formulate a global solu-tion by stithing together the solutions evaluated fromthe neighborhoods. Also, it is assumed that the wave-length is shorter than the linear dimension of the neigh-borhood R, whih is in turn shorter than the urvatureradius of the spaetime. Di�erential equations withnonhomogeneous oe�ients are solved by this method.

The uniform metri is de�ned as~ = [~ab℄ = 11� ~h(~r) ��0BBBBBBBB� 1� ~h(~r)~x2~r2 �~h(~r)~x~y~r2 �~h(~r)~x~z~r2�~h(~r)~x~y~r2 1� ~h(~r)~y2~r2 �~h(~r)~y~z~r2�~h(~r)~x~z~r2 �~h(~r)~y~z~r2 1� ~h(~r)~z2~r2
1CCCCCCCCA ;

where ~r2 = ~x2 + ~y2 + ~z2and det h~i = (1� h(~r))�2:We now �nd the dispersion relation of the medium andthe omplex time-average Poynting vetor in a time-harmoni eletromagneti �eld [11, 12℄. We onsiderplane wave solutionsE(r; t) = ReE0 exp[i(k � r� !t)℄;H(r; t) = ReH0 exp[i(k � r� !t)℄; (4)where r is the position vetor within the neighborhoodR ontaining (~x; ~y; ~z), k is the wave vetor, and ! isthe angular frequeny. The omplex-valued amplitudesare represented by E0 and H0.1128



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 Eletromagneti wave propagation : : :The soure-free Maxwell url postulates in R aregiven by r�E(r; t) + �B(r; t)�t = 0;r�H(r; t)� �D(r; t)�t = 0: (5)We seek a plane-wave solution of Eq. (5) and obtainan eigenvetor equation, after some algebrai manipu-lations, ash�k20det h~i� k � ~ � k� I + kk � ~i � E0 = 0; (6)where k0 = !p�0�0and kk represents the tensor produt of vetors. Theorresponding dispersion relation is obtained by settingdet h�k20det h~i� k � ~ � k� I + kk � ~i = 0;whih is [5℄k20det h~i �k20det h~i� k � ~ � k�2 = 0: (7)Sine ~ is nonsingular, the above equation leads tok � ~ � k = k20det h~i : (8)Inserting this value in Eq. (6) yieldskk � ~ � E0 = 0; (9)whih shows that k � ~ and E0 are orthogonal.Beause spaetime (1) is spherially symmetri, wean take k = kk̂ = kûzwithout any loss of generality. Here, ûz is a unit vetoralong the ~z axis and k is the magnitude of the wavevetor. Thenk � ~ = k [~13ûx + ~23ûy + ~33ûz℄ :The terms ~13; ~23, and ~33 are given by~13 = � ~h(~r)~x~z(1� ~h(~r))~r2 ; ~23 = � ~h(~r)~y~z(1� ~h(~r))~r2 ;~33 = (~h(~r))z(1� ~h(~r)) ;where (~h(~r))z = 1� ~h(~r)~z2~r2

and ûx and ûy are unit vetors along the ~x and ~y axes.Equation (8) yieldsk2 (~h(~r))z1� ~h(~r) � k20(1� ~h(~r))2 = 0;whose roots arek = �k0 h(1� ~h(~r))(~h(~r))zi�1=2 : (10)For k� to be real, we must have(1� ~h(~r))(~h(~r))z > 0 (11)whih is possible if both terms (1 � ~h(~r)) and (~h(~r))zhave the same sign. Equation (9) is satis�ed if twolinearly independent eigenvetors aree1 = ~23ûx � ~13ûy;e2 = ~33~13ûx + ~33~23ûy � �(~13)2 + (~23)2� ûz:The general solution of Eq. (6) an be written asE0 = 1e1 + 2e2; (12)where 1 and 2 are omplex onstants. CombiningEqs. (2), (4), (5), and (12), we obtainH0 = k h1(1� ~h(~r))e2 � 2(~h(~r))ze1i!�0 : (13)The NPV wave propagation is de�ned byk � hPit < 0; (14)where hPit = 12 RefE0 �H�0gis the time-average omplex Poynting vetor and H�0 isthe omplex onjugate of H0. Using Eqs. (12) and (13)in the above equation, we havek � hPit = 12!�0 " k(~h(~r))z~r2(1� ~h(~r))#2 (~x2 + ~y2)�� j1j2 + j2j2 (~h(~r))z1� ~h(~r)! (~h(~r))z :Using this value in Eq. (14) along with (11), we seethat NPV exists if (~h(~r))z < 0: (15)Beause this ondition is derived for the neighborhoodR on an arbitrary loation within the spaetime, itholds generally.1129



M. Sharif, R. Manzoor ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 20123. NPV AND REGULAR BLACK HOLESThe onept of a regular blak hole has played animportant role in understanding the hidden interior ofblak holes. These are more general blak-hole solu-tions in whih true singularities of the blak hole suhas the Shwarzshild, Reissner�Nordstrom, Kerr andKerr�Newmann blak holes would be replaed by a spe-ial matter ore. The work on NPV propagation hasbeen done on blak-hole solutions experiening true sin-gularities and therefore the onditions of NPV wavepropagation are restrited to the outside of the eventhorizon. We are interested in extending this study tothe interior of the blak hole.In this setion, we apply the above formalism totwo types of regular blak holes. In Refs. [13, 14℄, theBardeen model was desribed as a nonlinear magnetimonopole. This is obtained forh(r) = 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2in Eq. (1), where m is the mass and q is the monopoleharge of a self-gravitating magneti �eld of a nonlineareletrodynami soure. We note that whenq2 < 1627m2;there is an event horizon. For q = 0, this redues tothe Shwarzshild blak hole.It follows from Eq. (15) that NPV wave propagationis possible if the ondition(~h(~r))z = "1� ~h(~r)~z2~r2 # < 0holds, whih implies that2m~r2(~r2 + q2)3=2 > ~r2~z2 : (16)The event horizon for this regular blak hole lies at r+that is obtained from1� 2mr2+(r2+ + q2)3=2 = 0:It is di�ult to �nd an expliit expression for r+ fromhere, and hene the regions lying outside or inside theevent horizon ould not be explored. However, we usethe following inequality to investigate NPV wave prop-agation in these regions. The regions r < r+ andr > r+ an be determined by respetively taking1� 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2 < 0; 1� 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2 > 0:

It follows from (16) that1� 2m~r2(~r2 + q2)3=2 < 1� ~r2~z2 : (17)Beause ~r2 = ~x2 + ~y2 + ~z2;it follows that ~r2 > ~z2 for nonzero ~x2 and ~y2. For~r > r+, Eq. (17) does not hold beause the term(1� ~r2=~z2) is negative and annot be greater than anypositive term. On the other hand, for ~r < r+, Eq. (17)holds.The line element of a regular blak hole oupledto nonlinear eletrodynamis with a osmologial on-stant [15, 16℄ is obtained forh(r) = 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2 � q2r2(r2 + q2)2 + �r23 ; (18)where m; q, and � are the mass, the eletri harge,and the osmologial onstant. For � > 0 and � < 0,Eq. (18) respetively represents de Sitter and anti-de Sitter type spaetimes. Furthermore, if m = q = 0,this beomes the de Sitter spaetime, and if q = � = 0,it redues to the Shwarzshild spaetime. The eventhorizon is obtained from1� 2mr2+(r2+ + q2)3=2 + q2r2+(r2+ + q2)2 � �r2+3 = 0:As in the preeding ase, it is di�ult to evaluate theexpliit funtion of r+ and the regions r < r+ and r >> r+. But we an obtain the regions r < r+ and r > r+as 1� 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2 + q2r2(r2 + q2)2 � �r23 < 0;1� 2mr2(r2 + q2)3=2 + q2r2(r2 + q2)2 � �r23 > 0:Equation (15) yields the NPV ondition in the form2m~r2(~r2 + q2)3=2 � q2r2(~r2 + q2)2 + �~r23 > ~r2~z2 ; (19)whih implies that1� 2m~r2(~r2 + q2)3=2 + q2r2(~r2 + q2)2 � �~r23 < 1� ~r2~z2 : (20)Here, also ~r2 = ~x2 + ~y2 + ~z2and ~r2 > ~z2 for nonzero ~x2 and ~y2. For ~r > r+, Eq. (20)does not hold beause the term (1 � ~r2=~z2) annot be1130



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 Eletromagneti wave propagation : : :positive and the left-hand side of (20) is positive irre-spetive of whether � is negative or nonnegative. Itmay be noted that (20) holds for ~r < r+.We note that the regular blak hole solutiongiven in [15℄ asymptotially approahes the Reissner�Nordstrom blak hole in the de Sitter or anti-de Sitterspaetime aording to the sign of the osmologial on-stant for r !1. This blak hole solution redues to ablak hole solution withh(r) = 2mr2q3 � r2q2 + �r23 ; (21)near the origin, whih is the de Sitter or anti-de Sitterspaetime depending on the sign of6mq3 � 3q2 +�:Aordingly, the inequality (15) yields2m~r2q3 � ~r2q2 + �~r23 > ~r2~z2 :4. CONCLUSIONSWe have derived a general ondition (15) for wavepropagation with a NPV in regular blak holes. Forthe �rst type of regular blak holes, we dedue thatthe NPV propagation is not possible outside the eventhorizon. For q = 0, Eq. (17) redues torsh~r > ~r2~z2 (22)whih is the NPV ondition for the Shwarzshild blakhole [5℄. This does not support the NPV wave propa-gation outside the event horizon. For a regular blakhole with a osmologial onstant oupled to nonlineareletrodynamis, we have seen that the region outsidethe event horizon does not support NPV wave prop-agation. Also, the positive value of the osmologialonstant does not support NPV wave propagation inontrast to the Shwarzshild�de Sitter and de Sitterspaetimes [4, 5℄. For � = 0, it redues to a regularblak hole oupled to nonlinear eletrodynamis [16℄and NPV ondition (19) beomes2m~r2(~r2 + q2)3=2 � q2(~r2 + q2)2 > ~r2~z2 ;by the same reasoning as in the previous ases, this im-plies that NPV wave propagation is not possible in theregion outside the event horizon. Moreover, if q = � == 0, the inequality redues to (22) and if m = q = 0,then Eq. (19) yields �3 < 1~z2 ;

whih is the NPV ondition for the osmologial spae-time with  = 1 and is invalid for � < 0.It is obvious that nobody an see the inside of ablak hole beause the light is not allowed to esape orre�et bak from the region inside the event horizon dueto the high gravitational �eld. However, based on somemathematial alulations, one an try to guess somepossible phenomena for the region inside the event hori-zon of a regular blak hole, beause it has no singula-rity. Consequently, there is a possibility of impliationof some physial law.We onlude that the possibility of NPV wave prop-agation in the region inside the event horizon of regularblak holes is given by (17) and (20). Consequently,many new unusual phenomena may our, suh as ne-gative refration, whih ours when light passes froma PPV (positive phase veloity) medium to an NPVmedium and there is a hane of negative eletromag-neti energy density [2℄. This would help investigatethe interior of blak holes via the NPV analysis.REFERENCES1. A. Lakhtakia and T. G. Makay, J. Phys. A 37, L505(2004).2. A. Lakhtakia, T. G. Makay, and S. Setiawan, Phys.Lett. A 336, 89 (2005).3. T. G. Makay, A. Lakhtakia, and S. Setiawan, New J.Phys. 7, 75 (2005).4. T. G. Makay, A. Lakhtakia, and S. Setiawan, Eur.Phys. J. C 41S1, 1 (2005).5. T. G. Makay, A. Lakhtakia, and S. Setiawan, Eur.Phys. Lett. 71, 925 (2005).6. T. G. Makay, A. Lakhtakia, and S. Setiawan, New J.Phys. 7, 171 (2005).7. T. G. Makay, A. Lakhtakia, and B. M. Ross, Optik121, 401 (2010).8. V. G. Veselago, Sov. Phys. USP. 10, 509 (1968);J. B. Pendry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 3966 (2000);A. Lakhtakia, Int. J. Infrared Millim. Waves 23, 339(2002); K. J. Webb et al., Phys. Rev. E 70, 035602(2004); K. Aydin et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 86, 124102(2005); S. Park and H. S. Sim, Phys. Rev. B 84, 235432(2011).1131
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